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Transposable genetic elements are even more prevalent in eukaryotic chromosomes than in bacterial 

chromosomes. For instance, from 25 percent to 40 percent of mammalian chromosomes consist of 

transposable elements that have accumulated in the course of evolution. In addition, half of the 

spontaneous mutations seen in Drosophila are attributed to the movement and insertion of 

transposable elements. 

Transposable elements in eukaryotes are of two types:  

• Those that have RNA as their genetic material (Retrotransposons) (class 1) and 

• Those that have DNA as their genetic material (DNA transposons) (class 2)  

DNA transposons move using a cut-and-paste mechanism. In contrast, retrotransposons move in a 

copy-and-paste fashion by duplicating the element into a new genomic location via an RNA 

intermediate . Thus, retrotransposons increase their copy number more rapidly than DNA transposons. 

Retrotransposons are divided into five orders: LTR retrotransposons, DIRS-like elements, Penelope-

like elements (PLEs), LINEs (Long interspersed Elements) e.g. Copia, Retrovirus, and SINEs (Short 

interspersed Elements). The Alu element is the most successful SINE in terms of its copy number and 

exist in the human genome.  

Class 2 transposons i.e. DNA transposons are classified into Subclass I i.e. Tc1/mariner, 

PIF/Harbinger, h AT, Mutator, Merlin, Transib, P element, piggyBac and CACTA. Helitron and 

Maverick transposons belong to a different subclass (Subclass II), since they are replicated and do not 

perform double-strand DNA breaks during their insertion 

P elements in Drosophila 

P elements are transposable elements that were discovered in Drosophila as the causative agents of 

genetic traits called hybrid dysgenesis. The transposon is responsible for P trait of P element and it is 

found only in wild flies. They are also found in many other eukaryotes.  

The P element encodes for the protein P transposase. Unlike laboratory strain females, wild type 

females are thought also to express an inhibitor to P transposase function, from the very same 

element. This inhibitor reduces the disruption to the genome caused by the P elements, allowing 

fertile progeny. Evidence for this comes from crosses of laboratory females (which lack P transposase 

inhibitor) with wild type males (which have P elements). In the absence of the inhibitor, the P 

elements can proliferate throughout the genome, disrupting many genes and killing progeny.  
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P elements are commonly used as mutagenic agents in genetic experiments with Drosophila. One 

advantage of this approach is that the mutations are easy to locate. In hybrid dysgenesis, one strain of 

Drosophila mates with another strain of Drosophila producing hybrid offspring cause chromosomal 

damage known to be dysgenic. Hybrid dysgenesis requires a contribution from both parents. For 

example, in the P-M system, P strain contributing paternal and M strain contributing maternal. The 

reverse cross, with M father and P mother, produces normal offspring, as it crosses P x P or M x M 

manner. P male chromosome can cause dysgenesis when crossed with an M female.  

The P element is a class II transposon, and moves by a DNA-based "cut and paste" mechanism. The 

complete, autonomous P element encodes a transposase enzyme, which recognizes the 31 bp terminal 

inverted repeats of the P element and catalyzes P element excision and re-insertion.  

The shorter and longest P elements are nonautonomous elements. The longest P elements encode 

transposase needed for transposition. P element also encodes a suppressor of transposition, which 

accumulates in the cytoplasm during the development of cells. Thus, in a cross of a P or M male with 

a P female, the female cytoplasm contains the suppressor, which binds to any P elements and prevents 

their transposition.  

Hybrid dysgenesis 

Hybrid dysgenesis refers to the high rate of mutation in germ line cells of Drosophila strains resulting 

from a cross of males with autonomous P elements (P Strain/P cytotype) and females that lack P 

elements (M Strain/M cytotype). The hybrid dysgenesis syndrome is marked by temperature-

dependent sterility, elevated mutation rates, and increased chromosome rearrangement and 

recombination.  

The hybrid dysgenesis phenotype is affected by the transposition of P elements within the germ-line 

cells of offspring of P strain males with M strain females. Transposition only occurs in germ-line 

cells, because a splicing event needed to make transposase mRNA does not occur in somatic cells.  

Hybrid dysgenesis manifests when crossing P strain males with M strain females and not when 

crossing P strain females (females with autonomous P elements) with M strain males. The eggs of P 

strain females contain high amounts of a repressor protein that prevents transcription of the 

transposase gene. The eggs of M strain mothers, which do not contain the repressor protein, allow for 

transposition of P elements from the sperm of fathers. In P strain females, the repressors are found in 

the cytoplasm. Hence, when P strain males fertilize M strain females (whose cytoplasm contain no 

repressor), the male contributes its genome with the P element but not the male cytoplasm leading to 

P strain progeny.[2] This effect contributes to piRNAs being inherited only in the maternal line, which 

provides a defence mechanism against P elements.  
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Figure: showing hybrid dysgenesis 

Ac/Ds transposable controlling elements 

Ac/Ds transposable controlling elements was the first transposable element system recognized in 

maize. The Ac Activator element is autonomous, whereas the Ds Dissociation element requires an 

Activator element to transpose. Ac was initially discovered as enabling a Ds element to break 

chromosomes. Both Ac and Ds can also insert into genes, causing mutants that may revert to normal 

on excision of the element. The phenotypic consequence of Ac/Ds transposable element includes 

mosaic colors in kernels and leaves in maize. Genomic analysis of maize show that these elements, 

share terminal 11 bp imperfect inverted repeat sequences. They also include a class of DNA elements 

that do not transpose in the presence of the Ac element. The chromosome breaking property has been 

shown to come from pairs of closely positioned elements.  

Researchers use mutant phenotypes to discover gene functions. Ac/Ds prefer to transpose to nearby 

genes, affording a way to mutagenize those regions of the genome, and by subsequent genetic crosses, 

remove the Ac that causes new mutants and instability of a Ds mutant. Collections of Ac/Ds elements 

that cover the genome and are useful for generating mutants. Application of Ac/Ds toolkits has also 

been applied to other species like Arabidopsis, yeast, and even Zebrafish.  

Ac/Ds elements have been observed to insert into gene rich regions of the maize genome, they alter 

the regulation of gene expression and may create unstable insertion alleles, stable derivatives, or 

excision alleles due to insertion of a transposable element into a gene. Transposable elements residing 

at or near a gene prevent gene expression and can also result in a mutation that causes exhibition of 

the recessive phenotype. Removal of transposable element locus results in restoration of the gene 

organization and activity.[2] Ac is 4565 base pairs long and codes for a 3.5 kb open reading frame that 
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synthesizes an 807 amino acid long transposase enzyme. Ac elements are autonomous and their 

movement results in a 4.3 kb insertion. Ds elements are not autonomous because they cannot produce 

the transposase needed for transposition, and can only transpose when it is provided by the Ac 

element.[13] Ds elements have shown to cause a 4.1kB and 2.0 kB insertions. The transposable 

elements were seen in progeny of plants that had undergone stress, and mutations caused by the 

insertion are like those caused by x-rays, UV light, or chemicals causing events like chromosome 

breakage and fusion.[2]  

Ac or Ds element insertion near a locus causes unstable mutations. Ds elements are considered non-

autonomous because they cannot transpose without the presence of the Ac element, since they 

themselves cannot produce the enzyme transposase needed for transposition. However, since Ds 

elements can utilize the transposase enzyme produced by the Ac elements, it shows that they have the 

structural information needed for transposition and only lack the information needed to produce the 

enzyme. Ds elements were identified at the site of a chromosome breakage. Ac and Ds elements are 

structurally related because insertion of either element brings about similar mutations.  

The Ac and Ds elements share two properties that are common for transposable elements. One is that 

at the site of their insertion, a short DNA sequence is 8 base pairs long, and is duplicated and borders 

exactly at the Ac or Ds sequence. Second, the sequences of several Ds elements terminate in an 

inverted repeat of the nucleotide sequence TAGGATGAAA. The Ds elements shows quite some 

degree of similarity with the Ac elements, such as the Ds9 element which is a complemental mutant 

of Ac and only differs in the open reading frame 1. Other Ds elements differ from the Ac element by 

internal deletions.  

As Ac copy number increases, the expression of genes flanking the Ds promoter insertion are 

negatively regulated, which is called the negative dosage effect. Ds flanking gene expression is 

inhibited in the presence of the autonomous Ac element. As the Ac element copy number increases, 

transposition events that require Ac occur at a later time during endosperm development. Ac causes 

no or few chromosome breaks. In the absence of Ac, Ds caused mutations are stable. By identifying 

alleles that suppress the Ac element they could be used for functional genomics studies. The 

properties of transposable elements can also be altered in a clonally heritable fashion. Ds elements can 

be used as building blocks for complicated structures like the double Ds or the 30kb transposon-like 

insertion which is terminated by Ds elements. Ds elements can generate long direct inverted 

duplicates of a chromosome segment, indicating that Ds elements are able to mobilize DNA 

sequences unrelated to themselves, this can provide a mechanism for rearrangement of genetic 

information.[12] Since small duplication of host DNA created by the insertion of the elements are left 

over in a slightly altered form after excision of the transposable element, they may indicate that plant 

transposable elements play a role in the evolution of genes 
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Figure: showing change in kernel colour due to Ac/Ds element 

 

Yeast TY Elements 

Another example of a eukaryotic transposable element is the TY element of yeast. This element has 

several features that are unique, and it appears to resemble a primitive retrovirus. A retrovirus is a 

RNA virus that, after being uncoated in the host cell, converts its RNA to a DNA copy by the enzyme 

reverse transcriptase. This enzyme is encoded by the retroviral pol gene. The DNA copy of the 

retrovirus is inserted into the eukaryotic genome, and it remains there as a provirus until it is excised 

and undergoes transcription to produce new viral particles. 

Features of TY elements 

1. about 35 copies in the haploid yeast gene  

2. has an about 340 bp sequence at both ends in a direct orientation; these are called long 

terminal repeats or LTRs  

3. resemble eukaryotic retroviruses; because they lack some of the retroviral functions they are 

considered to be primitive retroviruses; because of their similarities they are called 

retrotransposons  

4. transposition involves an RNA intermediate that is generated by transcription of the TY 

element; a reverse transcriptase (encoded by the TyB gene of the element) makes a DNA copy 

of the element which is then inserted into a new site in the yeast genome  

Ty elements belong to the retrotransposons group. The abbreviation “Ty” stands for “Transposons of 

yeast”. Saccharomyces cerevisiae retrotransposons and retrovi-ruses are often compared because of 

the similarity between their life cycles and their mechanism of integrating cDNA into host genomes. 

Ty elements generate more co-pies of themselves for inserting in the host-cell genome. Ty genome 

contains two genes: TYA1 and TYB1, which correspond to the gag and pol genes of retroviruses, 

respectively. As with certain retroviral pol genes, TYB1 expression requires pro-grammed ribosomal 

frameshifting. Ty mRNA is transcribed and processed in the nucleus and then transported to the 

cytoplasm, where it is translated into Gag and Gag-Pol proteins. The Ty elements of Saccharomyces 

cere-visiae produce virus-like particles (VLPs), which never leave the cell. During the assembly 

process, Ty1 RNA is packed within the VLPs and subsequently reverse-transcribed into a full-length 



cDNA. In the final step of transposition the cDNA is integrated into a new site in the host genome, 

and the cycle can begin anew by transcribing the newly transposed element. 

 

 

 

Application of transposons and transposiotion 

Transposable elements have many uses- 

• In prokaryotes, the antibiotic-resistance marker carried by different transposons serves as a 

convenient marker. For instance, derivatives of Tn10 are often used to create insertions in the 

bacterial chromosome. After selection for tetracycline-resistant (Tetr) cells, each of which 

contains an insertion somewhere in the gene, the position of the insert can be mapped 

genetically, by following the Tetr phenotype, or physically, by using primers matching the 

ends of Tn10 and then matching the sequence of the adjacent bacterial DNA with that from 

the known sequence of the entire genome (in S. typhimurium and E. coli for example).  

• With the use of linked transposons, genes can be transferred from one strain to another easily 

and can be cloned by selecting for the antibiotic resistance marker that is either inserted into 

or very near the gene of interest.  

• In eukaryotes, transposable elements are also used for generating insertion mutations, 

mapping them, and facilitating both the cloning of genes and the generation of transgenic 

organisms. 

• The first TE was discovered in maize (Zea mays) and is named dissociator (Ds). 

Appropriately, TEs have been an especially useful tool in plant molecular biology. 

Researchers use them as a means of mutagenesis. In this context, a TE jumps into a gene and 

produces a mutation. The presence of such a TE provides a straightforward means of 

identifying the mutant allele relative to chemical mutagenesis methods.  

• Sometimes the insertion of a TE into a gene can disrupt that gene's function in a reversible 

manner, in a process called insertional mutagenesis; transposase-mediated excision of the 

DNA transposon restores gene function. This produces plants in which neighboring cells have 

different genotypes. This feature allows researchers to distinguish between genes that must be 

present inside of a cell in order to function (cell-autonomous) and genes that produce 

observable effects in cells other than those where the gene is expressed.  
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• TEs are also a widely used tool for mutagenesis of most experimentally tractable organisms. 

The Sleeping Beauty transposon system has been used extensively as an insertional tag for 

identifying cancer genes.  

• The Tc1/mariner-class of TEs Sleeping Beauty transposon system, awarded Molecule of the 

Year in 2009, is active in mammalian cells and is being investigated for use in human gene 

therapy.  

• TEs are used for the reconstruction of phylogenies by the means of presence/absence 

analyses. transposons can act as biological mutagen in bacteria  
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